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Introduction 
Have you just finished painting your room and are wondering how to add some 

colourful touches? Or maybe you’re looking to freshen up a space with colour - without 

spending a ton of money OR whipping out a paint brush.  

Either way, I’ve got your back – and I’ve got your colours! 

I’ve created this lil’ accent colour booklet JUST for you, to take the stress away by 

answering all of those questions you have about accenting your home with colours that 

make sense.  

Let’s talk about a few reasons why I’ve created this booklet: 

• In-depth colour info. In my e-book, ‘The 5 Room Fix, Love the Home You Live

in’, there’s an entire chapter dedicated to finding and using accent colours, but I

didn’t go TOO deep down the rabbit hole re: actual combinations. This booklet

will give you that next level

• It’s hard to pick accent colours. Sometimes what YOU want and what your

HOME wants are two different things. Once you learn HOW to find your home’s

best accent colours, as well as seeing them partnered up, it’s easier to get on

board, rather than focusing entirely on what YOU want, without humouring your

home’s needs first

• Choice. While you might’ve thought you were limited by the restrictions of your

home, you might just discover that you have CHOICES and that a whole world of

colour awaits you!

• Empowerment. That’s right, you will feel GOOD about this process, because

while I’m the one giving you the guidance and support, you’re the one doing the

work. YOU’RE the one reclaiming your home, which will not only change the

physical space around you, but your mental space as well – trust the crazy lil’

Ginger
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Accent Colours 

When it comes to accent colours, it’s easy to create a beautiful palette when you have a 

cheat sheet in your back pocket!  

And while I covered the gist of accent colours in Chapter 9 of my Decorating e-book, I’m 

going to do a review for those of you who haven’t read it. For those of you who HAVE 

read my e-book, you can either review the information below (which is a condensed 

version of Chapter 9) or scan down to Page 12, which is the actual BONUS area full of 

accent colour combinations for you!  

 

Where will you find accent colours?  

Accent colours can be found almost anywhere. However, they are most commonly found 

on: 

• Toss cushions and throw blankets     

• Artwork 

• Area Rugs 

• Draperies 

• Décor and Accessories 

• Poufs, ottomans and small furniture pieces 

• Bed linens and towels 

• Larger furniture pieces such as accent chairs and sofas (patterns in particular) 

You can also find accent colours in hard surfaces like tilework, patterned furniture and 

countertops, but these aren’t your ‘accessories’, they are the surfaces where you can find 

your INSPIRATION!  

As for accent colour GROUPINGS, there are MANY ways to create a beautiful accent 

palette, such as: 

• 1 neutral with 3 colours 

• 2 neutrals with 2 colours 

• All neutrals with 1 dominant colour 

• ALL colour groupings as well as softer, subtler NEUTRAL groupings 

The world’s your oyster when it comes to accent colours. The only thing that REALLY 

matters is that your accent colours work with each other, as WELL as the finishes in 

your home.  
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The 2 Colour Groupings 

Colours and Neutrals 

What are colours? I’m sure you know them all – everything from blue and pink to red 

and green!  

What is a neutral? White, light gray, darker gray/charcoal, black, tan/beige, 

greige/taupe, brown, and cream. And you might be surprised to hear that NAVY BLUE 

is often used as a neutral as well (although technically, it isn’t one).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The colourful circles above are just a SMALL sampling of neutrals – there are many 

more if you look at all of the tints and shades in between!  

And remember, neutrals can have passive or dominant undertones. Basically, every 

paint colour is made by different colours blending together. And while there may be an 

OBVIOUS colour showing up to the party, there is almost always an undertone - a colour 

that sits back a bit, hiding in the main colour. Often times you don’t notice it until a) you 

compare your colour to another similar colour or b) paint it on your wall and see it on a 

larger scale. So, if you’re going for a neutral palette, keep those undertones in mind.  

Let’s take a look at a few examples of undertones using the above image of colorful 

circles… 

Top row – second in from the left LOOKS gray, but has a distinct blue undertone. 

The circle second in from the right on the same row has a purple undertone. The 

circle in between these two has a green undertone.  Can you see the differences now 

that it’s been explained? If you were to look at those samples independently, you may 

not have noticed the undertone. It’s via the comparison that they became more obvious.  

https://www.kylieminteriors.ca/cool-gray-paint-colours-the-3-undertones-you-have-to-consider/
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How to Find the Best Accent Colours and Neutrals for Your Room 

Finding Your Neutral 

To find your room’s best neutral, you need to figure out which neutral already 

exists in the space.  

Generally speaking, if you have warm brown 

and cream colours in surfaces such as 

countertops, flooring, tiles, etc…you’ll want a 

few of your accents in the warm neutral 

range. If your surfaces lean more to the white 

and gray end of things, then that is a good 

neutral range to accent with.  

And while a colour like brown is not on the 

list of ‘today’s popular colours’, it’s about 

choosing a colour that suits your home. If you 

go for gray and it doesn’t suit the finishes in 

your home, it doesn’t matter how you use it, 

things will look awkward.   

You need to listen to your 

home and modernize and 

update where you can -   

without stepping outside of 

your home’s comfort          

zone. 

 

Let’s take a look at the photo on the left. Can 

you pick the gray that best suits the marble 

around the fireplace? Looking at the 

undertones in the marble, you might notice 

that the sample on the right is the best match. 

The sample on the left coming in a hot second 

place, while the middle sample is just too 

warm.  

 

 

https://www.kylieminteriors.ca/the-best-benjamin-moore-neutral-paint-colours-beiges-and-tans/
https://www.kylieminteriors.ca/the-best-benjamin-moore-neutral-paint-colours-beiges-and-tans/
https://www.kylieminteriors.ca/the-6-best-paint-colors-to-coordinate-with-marble/
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Finding Your ‘Colours’ 

When you’re trying to figure out which accent colours best suit your home, you’ll want to 

either REPEAT or CONTRAST what is already in the room in a hard, soft, or otherwise 

permanent surface (ie: countertop/sofa/tile/etc…)  

REPEAT 

Match the colour that you have in your room and/or use lighter and darker versions of 

it. For example, if you have a countertop with a green in it and that’s the colour you want 

to go with, you can use that exact green in your décor OR use lighter or darker versions 

of it. 

CONTRAST 

Figure out what the OPPOSITE or complement is to the colour in your permanent 

surface. For example, green loves to be partnered with purple. Blue loves orange and 

yellow. Those are just some basic examples, and we’ll be looking at some colour 

combinations shortly. 

 

Let’s check out a few examples to give you the 

general idea… 

In this granite sample to the right, you could 

consider the following accent palette: 

• Green-gray, to coordinate with the green 

in the granite 

• Cream and orange/caramel colours, to 

modernize the peach-orange-beige in the 

countertop, making it less...peachy 

• Black, to hit up the black in the countertop 

(and almost EVERY room loves a touch of 

black)  

• Purple, as an accent to the green-gray 
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Looking at the next photo, you could consider the following accent palette:  

• White would be important for linens 

and functional items 

• Gray could be added for interest 

• Either the blue OR the green – 

probably not both. Simple product 

palettes can get overwhelmed by too 

much colour (especially in a small 

room) 

 

 

 

 

 

Check out these beautiful bed linens on the right. The more colours your product has in 

it, the more flexibility you’ll have for accenting!  

For this example, let’s explore a few 

different palette options (horizontal rows 

of four). 
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Really, the key is to not go AGAINST the vibe of your home. If the furnishings and 

products in your room are earth-toned, don’t go too colourful or cheery with your 

accents. And while a beachy colour palette is SUPER popular these days, if your home 

isn’t a beachy style home, it isn’t going to make any sense. 

 

What if my style doesn’t flow throughout my whole home and each room 

needs different accent colours? 

In this case, it’s best to dress each room in colours that best suit the room itself, rather 

than what suits the house as a whole. Here are some tips to help you blend your spaces: 

1. MOST IMPORTANTLY, repeat one or two neutrals from the main accent palette 

in every room 

2. Once you have that one consistent colour running throughout, you can then 

accent with the ‘colour’ that each room specifically needs, even if it falls outside of 

the main palette  

My hope is that with the careful decluttering you did in the previous chapters, it will be 

easier for you to find an accent palette that suits most rooms in your home. 

 

Layering Accent Colours 

When it comes to layering accent colours, it’s all about proportion. The idea is to break 

your accent colours down into percentages or portions, with them all adding up to 

100%. Let’s look at an example for the average room (approximates): 

• 60% of the accents - Neutral colour  

• 30% of the accents - Dominant accent colour 

• 10% of the accents - Secondary accent colour 
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Using the kitchen below as an example, you’ll see a simple three colour accent palette. 

• 60% White 

• 30% Blue 

• 10% Yellow 

And a wink of caramel via the basket next to 

the fridge and some pasta spoons in the blue 

container. 

While the navy blue and white already 

existed in the room, they weren’t ‘décor or 

accessories’ – they were hard surfaces, 

therefore, were the inspiration for the accent 

palette and secondary pieces.  

Keep in mind, these percentages are 

APPROXIMATES. You’ll have flexibility 

based on the size of your room, your 

decorating style and the types of pieces that 

you use. This is just a basic guideline to get 

you thinking about the pairing and layering 

of your accent colours!  
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You Don’t ALWAYS Need a Strong Accent ‘Colour’ 

Some rooms look their best with only neutral accents and very few colourful ones. While 

that might sound awfully boring, it’s not, especially when you add some visual interest. 

This can be done with TEXTURE and variation in depth of your neutral accents (ie, 

using the full range of gray from light gray to dark charcoal/black).  

In the bedroom above on the left, while there is a bit of blue in the bedding, the 

dominant colour palette consists of neutrals with subtle undertones, combined with a 

ton of textures and shades for visual interest.  

In the bathroom above on the right, although the idea is on the right track, there are a 

few things that could be improved:  

• Remove the peach soap container 

• Replace the tan hand towel with a white one 

• Move the towel ladder to the wall on the left and hang a white towel or two on it 

The above changes would keep the accent palette super soft and simple, while adding 

interest and contrast to the room. 

 

https://www.kylieminteriors.ca/best-benjamin-moore-warm-neutral-paint-colours-yellow-and-orange-undertones/
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Size Matters! 

When it comes to HOW MUCH you should accessorize, a lot depends on the size of your 

room. Smaller rooms can be EASILY overwhelmed with too many colours; whereas, 

larger rooms can handle more visual interest (however, should still be kept in check).  

The room to the right is a GREAT 

example of an overwhelming use of 

an accent colour.  

To fix this, you could consider the 

following:  

• Replace the 2 fuzzy pillows 

with a solid neutral that may 

or may not have a bit of teal  

• Take the glass cylinder off the 

coffee table and put a plant 

on it in a white pot 

• Add a WINK of yellow 

And remember, these are just guidelines to help you along – they aren’t written in stone!  
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A Small Room  

Powder room/small bathroom/small entryway 

• 1-2 neutrals, repeated 3 times 

• 1 accent colour (or not) 

An Average Room  

Bedroom, large bathroom, small living room or standard kitchen 

• 1-2 neutrals (ie: white and gray or cream and black), repeated 3+ times 

• 1 dominant accent colour, repeated 3+ times 

• 1-2 secondary accent colours, repeated 3+ times, but perhaps on smaller items 

A Large Room  

Living room, large kitchen, family room, large bedroom 

• 1-2 neutrals, each repeated 3+ times 

• 1 dominant accent colour, repeated 3+ times 

• 2 secondary accent colours (each approx. 10% of the ‘colour’ mix), each repeated 

3+ times but on small to medium sized items to keep things at a minimum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Did you know that you can use the colour of plants and repeated wood tones for flow 

and consistency too? You bet your booty you can!  
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Here are a few tips for creating flow from room-to-room when decorating your home: 

• Add variety to your palette from room-to-room using the same colours, but 

changing which colours are dominant and which are secondary 

• Repeat metal finishes or shiny finishes – these add energy to a dark room and are 

a necessary touch for almost ANY space 

• Repeat textures and wood finishes. This is a FABULOUS way to not just add 

warmth and interest to a room, but to link rooms together 

 

In the photo on the right, notice the 

following: 

• The green plant and area rug 

connect to the green bathroom 

vanity, creating a visual 

connection between the two 

rooms 

• The gold bowl, photo frame and 

tray on the bookcase connect to 

the gold cabinet hardware and 

bathroom fixtures  

• The wicker basket adds some 

bulk so that things don’t get too 

cluttered looking 

• The wood drawers and the 

wicker basket on the bookcase 

tie into the warm tones of the 

wood flooring (How to Mix and 

Match Wood Stains) 

The BEST way to create decorative flow in your home is to pick one or two MAIN 

colours that are consistent throughout at least the 5 key rooms (entryway/living and 

dining/kitchen/master bedroom/main bathroom). You can then add other accents and 

https://www.kylieminteriors.ca/how-to-brighten-a-low-energy-or-dark-basement-room/
https://www.kylieminteriors.ca/how-to-mix-match-and-coordinate-wood-stains-undertones/
https://www.kylieminteriors.ca/how-to-mix-match-and-coordinate-wood-stains-undertones/
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neutrals to the palette to give each room its own personality, while keeping some 

consistency with the repetition of the main colours.  

For example, using the palette below, you might choose white and gray as your MAIN 

neutrals for your WHOLE home – meaning one or both will be repeated in ALL of the 

rooms. You’d then look at the four colourful accent colours for some ‘per-room’ 

inspiration.  

 

You could then layer that colour palette as follows: 

• Entryway: Gray and teal (because it’s a small room, it only gets two) 

• Living Room: Gray, white, yellow, teal and navy  

• Dining Room: Gray, white, navy and yellow  

• Kitchen: Gray, white, navy and red 

• Bedroom: Gray, white, navy, and red 

• Small Bathroom: Gray and white 

• Large Bathroom: Gray, teal and yellow 

With gray and/or gray and white being placed in EVERY room, you will provide a 

consistent thread from room-to-room, while adding variety by adding your dominant 

and secondary colours.  
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Colour Contrasts, Complements and Accents 

While matching a paint colour can be straight-forward, knowing what colour to 

ACCENT it with can be more challenging. This next section is for you to find a colour 

that exists in one of your surfaces (ie: countertop/tile) and then find out what colour is a 

nice accent to it.  

So, I’ve put together some simple accent combos for you to check out.  

1. THE CIRCLE ON THE LEFT side of each pair represents a common colour 

found in products such as countertops, tiles, and fabrics. Find the circle that 

matches a colour in your product (it can be lighter or darker, but should be the 

same general colour). 

2. THE CIRCLE ON THE RIGHT side of each pair represents an accent colour 

you could partner the main colour up with. Find a combo (or more) that you love! 
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Now that you’ve found a simple two colour pairing that you like, see if you can find your 

fave colours in some of these accent colour palettes below!  

I’ve arranged these colours into HORIZONTAL GROUPS of 4 or 5 for you. You’ll 

want to finding the grouping(s) that picks up on the colours in the products in your 

home and either repeats or contrasts them. 

And remember, you don’t need to use ALL of the colours in the combos below. Take two, 

take three, take as many as you want, as long as they’re colours that inspire you to get 

decorating!   

 

Coastal, Beachy, Nautical Combinations 

Of course, your perception of ‘beachy’ might be different from mine. That’s why I’ve 

included a wide range of combinations, so you can decide what beachy or nautical feels 

like for your home (horizontal groupings of 4 or 5).  
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Earth-Toned, Grounded Combinations 

These combos have a little bit of autumn in mind. Think rocky creeks, deep forests and 

windy fall days with a bit of Pier 1 thrown in for fun!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modern Farmhouse Combinations 

Just three words - ‘hunky Chip Gaines’, should be enough to give you the inspiration 

behind these colours. These groupings fall nicely into the ‘Earth-toned’ section as well. 
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The Brighter Bunch… 

So, you want a little fun in your life? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beautiful Black 

These next groupings are inspired by a love a black, either as a secondary accent or a 

dominant one! A lot of these groupings can EASILY fit in the farmhouse or earth-toned 

sections as well.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chat soon, 

 

 




